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OR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Missoula--Rudy Autio, assistant professor in ceramics at Montana State University,
as been given a $1,000 scholarship award by the Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation, it was
.nnounced by Dr. Charles Bolen, Dean of the School of Fine Arts.

Autio announced that he

ill use the award to help defray costs of a visit to Italy where he expects to do creative
esearch in ceramic clay bodies.

He expects to be gone from his MSU assignment during the

inter and spring quarters.
Awards by the Foundation were given in the areas of painting, sculpture, graphic
rts, ceramics and creative metal design.

Autio submitted several of his works including

ases, bottles and other ceramic containers.
Dr. Bolen announced that Autio's courses in sculpture will be taught by Peter Fagan,
ho achieved his BA degree at the University of Oregon and his MFA degree from Syracuse
niversity.

Maxine Blackmer, of the MSU art staff, will handle Autio’s courses in ceramics

n addition to her regular assignments.

OUTLINE
Rudy Autio, assistant professor in ceramics at MSU, has just won a $1,000 scholarship
award which will enable him to study ceramic clays in Italy.

He expects to leave Missoula

in December.
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Missoula--Rudy Autio, assistant professor in ceramics at Montana State University,
been given a $1,000 scholarship avard by the Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation, it -was
,’unced by Dr. Charles Bolen, Dean of the School of Fine Arts.

Autio announced that he

r l . use the award to help defray costs of a visit to Italy where he expects to do creative
*€ arch in ceramic clay bodies.

He expects to be gone from his MSU assignment during the

li.er and spring quarters.
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Awards by the Foundation were given in the areas of painting, sculpture, graphic
Ir>, ceramics and creative metal design.

Autio submitted several of his works including

fa;s, bottles and other ceramic containers.
Dr. Bolen announced that Autio's courses in sculpture will be taught by Peter Fagan,
»h achieved his BA degree at the University of Oregon and his MFA degree from Syracuse
.
Bn '•ersity. Maxine Blackmer, of the MSU art staff, will handle Autio's courses in ceramics
in iddition to her regular assignments.
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